OptiPlex

Master your workspace.

Reinventing the desktop user experience.
You asked for more versatility, we delivered.

Dell’s latest OptiPlex desktop solutions are designed to fit fluidly in any work environment. With seamless manageability, unsurpassed security, flexible form factors and more accessories than ever, you have the power to work the way that works best for you.

Learn More at Dell.com/OptiPlex.
Why OptiPlex

Built to fit your environment.

Innovative desktop portfolio
Sleek all-in-ones, compact form factors in multiple sizes and custom built mounting and stand solutions so you can tailor your workspace.

Unsurpassed reliability
98% of OptiPlex desktops do not have a dispatch request within their first year. Work with confidence.

Ultimate user experience
We realize your work environment is more than just your system. With Dell's robust portfolio of globally available displays, accessories, Intel Unite®, services and software offerings, we can fulfill your specific computing needs.

Most secure and manageable
Dell has industry-leading endpoint security solutions and offers streamline management with free automation tools, faster deployments and lifecycle support.

The desktop is not dead
Your insights lead to our innovations. With 81% of workers using a desktop as their primary computing device, OptiPlex is designing solutions to fit your everyday workspace needs.
Meet the OptiPlex Family

Towers

Better work begins with a better workspace.

OptiPlex 3050 Tower, Small Form Factor and Micro

Compact without compromise: All the same reliability and space saving benefits you’ve come to expect without sacrificing power or performance.

Work unimpeded: Native support for dual displays and designed to pack business-class performance into the smallest possible format.

Service with ease: Entry tool-less serviceability and in-band management enables accessible system maintenance so you can easily upgrade and replace components.

OptiPlex 5050 Tower, Small Form Factor and Micro

Stay flexible: With full-power features in a smart, dual orientation design, the OptiPlex 5050 lets you maximize your workspace.

Easy access: Featuring a tool-less design and a simple removable side panel giving you access to key system components for upgrades or maintenance, keeping your system viable for years to come.

Connect with ease: Two display ports, native 3 display support, and HDMI with optional VGA provide ample connection solutions.

OptiPlex 7050 Tower, Small Form Factor and Micro

Work remotely, with confidence: Optional Intel® vPro™ technology allows for remote and advanced out-of-band management capabilities for increased productivity and lower risk.

Stunning and versatile: Supporting next generation AMD graphics for those who crave a better visual experience. And with a USB 3.1 Gen 1 Type-C port, you can connect with the latest peripherals and devices.

A partner you can trust: MIL STD 180 tested and delivering the reliability and consistency your work demands.

OptiPlex 7050 Micro with Intel Unite®

More collaboration: Expect fewer wires and faster meetings with instant conferencing and collaboration anyone can access with a wireless network.

Fully secure: Create a secure and manageable meeting space with OptiPlex 7050 Micro enabled with Intel Unite® software for better communication among teams, including real-time sharing, annotation and file transfers.

More productivity: Users can connect, share and display with a split-screen view. With the ability to mark-up shared content and even drag and drop files with ease.
Meet the OptiPlex Family
All-in-Ones

Everything you need, all-in-one place.

OptiPlex 3050 All-in-One

Brilliant at every angle: Picture every detail in stunning clarity with a 19.5" Wide Viewing Angle WLED display with HD+. The optional ten point multi-point touch screen allows you to interact with your tasks increasing productivity.

Created for collaboration: Integrated speakers, a dual array microphone, HD web camera and Microsoft Skype for Business certification deliver collaboration and communication capabilities for both video and telephone conferencing.

Less clutter, more versatility: This flexible all-in-one offers multiple wireless options, while streamlining all connections to one single plug for a cleaner and more functional workspace.

OptiPlex 5250 All-in-One

Extreme clarity: Witness crystal clear computing with a 21.5" Wide Viewing Angle WLED display with Full HD. With an optional ten point multi-touch screen you can interact with your tasks allowing you to pinch, drag, and swipe your way to success.

Work with confidence: Optional Intel® Standard Manageability technology allows for remote out of band management capabilities for increased productivity and support.

Multiple ways to display: DisplayPort and HDMI ports provide modern digital connectivity for multi-display usage so you can view more information on screen without minimizing or closing applications.

Easy access: With a tool-less design, the OptiPlex 5250 All-in-One is easy to maintain and upgrade, maximizing return on investment.

OptiPlex 7450 All-in-One

Elegant and efficient: The stunningly expansive 23.8" UHD 4K WLED display, also available in Full HD, makes it easy to present, share and display more onscreen information to reduce scrolling and improve productivity.

Reliable and secure: Standard Chassis Intrusion Detection Switch that will alert you of any unauthorized entry into the interior of your system, keeping your system safe. And backed by rigorous MIL STD 180 testing, you can work without worry.

Stay connected with ease: Packed with eight USB ports, including a USB 3.1 Gen 1 Type C and a side USB 3.1 Gen 1 with PowerShare, for fast data transfers and the ability to conveniently charge other devices even while the system is powered down.
OptiPlex

Workspace solutions to boost your productivity.

You may work at your desk, remotely, between conference rooms or some mix of all of them. With your feedback, we have designed an extensive portfolio of peripherals and services to give you the ultimate OptiPlex desktop user experience in any of these scenarios. This includes an array of Micro mounting solutions, Dell All-in-One Stands, award winning displays, wireless accessories, industry specific software and peripherals and Dell's Deployment and Support Services.

Check out our latest innovative companion devices below.